CACIWC Sponsorship Opportunities
For our 42nd Annual Meeting & Environmental Conference (Saturday, November 23, 2019)

Conference Leader Sponsorship Categories

Benefactor ($5,000 or more)
- Top recognition during the conference opening remarks with projected logo display and an opportunity for remarks by a sponsor representative
- Top hyperlinked company or organization logo displayed on the CACIWC website
- Top highlighted sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Special acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat
- Five complementary conference registrations
- A complementary conference display or exhibitor table in a premium location

Patron ($1,000 - $4,999)
- Special highlighted recognition in the opening remarks with projected logo display
- Highlighted hyperlinked company or organization logo on CACIWC website
- Special highlighted sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Special acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat
- Two complementary conference registrations
- A complementary conference display or exhibitor table

Other Conference Sponsorship Categories

Great Horned Owl ($500 - $999)
- Special recognition during the opening remarks with projected logo display
- Hyperlinked company or organization logo placement on CACIWC website
- Highlighted sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat
- One complementary conference registration

Barred Owl ($250 - $499)
- Recognition during the opening remarks and projected logo display
- Company or organization logo placement on CACIWC website
- Special sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Special acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat

Screech Owl ($100 - $249)
- Projected logo display during opening remarks
- Company or organization logo listing on CACIWC website
- Sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat

Saw-whet Owl ($10 - $99)
- Sponsorship recognition in the conference brochure
- Acknowledgment in our publication The Habitat